


 

Intended Audience 
This book covers the key AWS tools, services and concepts that you’ll            
need to deploy highly available and fault tolerant systems in Amazon Web            
Services.  
 
This is not intended to be a step by step guide but rather a walk through                
the best practices when using Amazon Web Services both in isolation and            
as part of a hybrid environment. 
 
This book will cover each concept at a granular-enough level to provide            
you with insight into AWS capabilities and the various services and tools at             
your disposal. 
 
Upon completing this book, you should be able to speak with confidence            
about the various services / tools offered by AWS. 
 
IMPORTANT: This book will provide some overviews of AWS pricing.          
However, you should always check current AWS pricing before using any           
of their services. 
 

 

 
For more information, visit 

www.netshock.co.uk 

 



 

Book Structure 
This book will cover the key AWS services. As you read through the book,              
the below diagram will ‘follow’ you. It will enable you to visualise where             
each of the AWS components and services fit and how they interact with             
one another. 
 

 
 
Each of the key topics in this book have their own chapter. Some of these               
chapters may be relatively short (such as Route53). However, this should           
not detract from the significance of this service to the overall AWS            
ecosystem.  
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AWS has many locations across the globe. A region is defined as a             
grouping of AWS resources located in a geographic area. Within each           
region we have several availability zones. 
Availability zones are locations within a region. These are distinct data           
centres which sit within a specific region which can be tens or hundreds of              
miles apart. Distances are engineered in such a way that the failure of one              
availability zone should not impact another. 
 
For example, let’s use an example of a region of the United Kingdom. Our              
availability zones are London, Manchester and Cornwall. As you can see           
from the below, they’re hundreds of miles apart from one another. So, a             
flood in London, really shouldn’t affect the other two availability zones.           
Each availability zone is designed to be isolated from the problems of the             
other zones in the region. 
 

 
 
It’s best practice to build applications spanning multiple availability zones in           
order to provide high availability and fault tolerance in your application           
architecture. 
 
Note: You can have multiple subnets in an availability zone but one subnet             
cannot span multiple availability zones. 
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What Identity & Access Management (IAM)? 
IAM (Identity & Access Management) is the term used to describe the            
management of users, groups, policies and roles within AWS. It enables us            
to control users’ access to AWS resources at a very granular level and can              
ensure that only those that are authorised to carry out specific commands            
or functions in AWS are able to do so. 

Where does IAM fit in your AWS environment? 
IAM is a key building block to the security of your AWS environment. By              
managing permissions correctly and only granting the access level that is           
required, you can deliver a far more stable and well managed application            
environment and ultimately mitigate many security risks. 
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The above diagram shows Access Control (IAM) wrapping around all of the            
functionality and services in AWS. We have depicted it like this because it             
controls AWS user access; application access and end-user access to          
each of the services running in AWS.  
 
Through this section we’ll cover off the functionality offered by IAM and            
some of the key terminology that you’ll need to know to effectively work as              
a solutions architect in an AWS environment.  

What does IAM do and how does it work? 
IAM offers extremely granular control of access rights provisioned to users.           
For example, if I have an environment of 100 instances (virtual servers)            
and want to allow a specific user to only manage one of those instances, I               
can do that - mitigating any risk that the user will carry out authorised              
activities with the other instances in the environment.  
 
Through IAM, we can control who has access, what resources they have            
access to and what level of control they have over those resources.  
 
In addition, we can grant access based on user location. We can do this as               
IAM enables us to define the source IP from which users can connect. So,              
we could limit access to those users that are currently sitting in the             
company offices. This control, coupled with physical security in the office           
adds a layer of security over your entire AWS environment. 
 
We can further enhance security by enforcing a password policy for AWS            
users, ensuring that they are using strong, hard to crack passwords to login             
to your environment. These password policies, coupled with Multi-Factor         
authentication (which requires your account password in addition to a          
randomly generated passcode in order to login) provide another level of           
security on your AWS account. 
 
IAM also enables us to set up temporary user access when needed - we              
can integrate with Microsoft Active Directory so that we can grant           
temporary permissions to users.  
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Now, let’s take a look at how IAM works with a scenario. Before we dive               
into the scenario, it’s important to understand a few terms which will be             
commonly referred to throughout this section: 
 

★ Groups: enable us to group users together and manage their          
permissions from a single place. The alternative is to manage          
permissions, one user at a time which is very time consuming and            
prone to human error. 
 

★ Policies: provide the access levels we desire and can be applied           
to users, groups and roles. For example, an S3 all access policy            
can be applied to a group called ‘developers’, which will give all            
users within that group access to all S3 buckets. 
 

★ Roles: are used to provide permissions to other AWS services and           
IAM users.  
 
Application roles: let’s say you have a server that runs an           
application that will need to access your S3 bucket. You’d need to            
assign that server a role & attach a policy to that role to enable the               
server to access the S3 bucket.  
 
User roles: users can assume a role which will provide them with            
temporary permissions to other AWS services, such as S3. 
 
Note: only one role can be applied at a time but roles can be              
changed at any time. 
 

★ Policies: policies are a set of rules that are applied to a user,             
group or a role. For example, applying the administrative access          
policy to a user would provide them with administrative access to           
all resources in AWS. AWS provides you with a number of pre-built            
policies to make administering your user groups easier.  
 
If none of the pre-built policies suit your usecase, AWS offers a            
policy generator tool to help you build your own policy or you can             
even write your own from scratch. You can always test the policies            
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you’ve written with the policy simulator, which helps you to          
understand whether your policy is working as you intended. 
 

★ API Keys: API keys are required for Command Line access to           
your AWS resources and to utilize API calls to the AWS           
environment. You should note that API keys are generated and          
displayed only once. They apply to users only (roles do not have            
API keys) - if a user loses their API keys, they’ll need to deactivate              
the old keys & generate new ones.  

 
Now that the general terminology has been covered, we can take a look at              
our scenario below: 

 
 
In the above scenario, Bob and Carl are both part of the admin group in               
IAM. That group has a policy applied to it which grants access to S3 to all                
members of the group. As such, Bob & Carl are able to access the S3               
bucket with no issues. If we want to revoke their access, we can do that at                
group-level, avoiding the management overhead of editing each account         
individually. 
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Helena isn’t a member of a group but has an S3 policy applied directly to               
her user account. This means that she is able to access the S3 bucket. To               
manage her permissions, we would have to do it at account level as she is               
not a member of a group. 
 
Sam is a little different, he is accessing AWS services via the command             
line & as such requires API keys to use the AWS S3 service. Once he’s               
authenticated using his keys, AWS applies the policy that’s been attached           
to his account to manage his access and provision S3 privileges. We would             
have to edit Sam’s permissions at account level too as he is not a member               
of a group. 
 

Side Note:  
You may be wondering why there are two ways to provision access to a              
user - through a group or directly to their user account. Well, best             
practice is to manage user access privileges through groups. Why?          
Well, let’s say that you’re selling your company. The company acquiring           
you, have a legal team. This team need to carry out due diligence before              
they’ll commit to buy your company - the process will take 3 months. So              
you provision their team with access to the S3 bucket, intending to            
revoke that access in 3 months time. If you use a group to manage              
these users, you can revoke access to all users at the same time - with               
no risk of missing one or two users. Whereas, if you apply policies             
directly to the user account, you add additional administrative burden &           
risk accidentally leaving some users with access that they should not           
have. 
 
What happens if someone has two policies assigned to them - one that             
allows access to Amazon S3 and the other denies access to Amazon            
S3? Well, an explicit deny ALWAYS overrides an explicit allow. That           
means, in this case, the user would be denied access to Amazon S3.             
Why is this useful? Well, let’s say a user goes on maternity leave. You              
don’t want them to have access while they’re away but you may not             
want to manually remove every policy now, just to put them all back in 9               
months time. So, you can add a deny-all policy to the user, which will              
override any other policies attached to the users account. 
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The EC2 instance in the above scenario needs to be able to read and write               
to and from the S3 bucket for your application to run as it needs to. So, we                 
apply a role to the EC2 instance allowing it to assume ‘user-like’            
permissions to access the S3 bucket. Policies are then attached to the role             
in AWS, allowing us to easily edit permissions granted to the EC2 instance.             
It’s important to note that user API keys should NEVER be passed to an              
EC2 instance and API keys should never be stored on the instance. 

Getting Started - Best Practices: 
When you first create an account in AWS, we consider this to be your ‘root’               
account. That is, the top level admin that owns all services & can carry out               
any activity on the AWS account. It is best practice to carry out the              
following on the root account as soon as possible: 
 

1. Delete your root access keys: You should not use your root           
account for day to day activities and should delete your root           
access keys as soon as possible 
 

2. Setup Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA): MFA is an additional        
layer of security which requires a unique, frequently changing code          
to be entered in addition to your password in order to access your             
account. You can configure this to use your mobile device or can            
request a hard token to be provided by AWS 
 

3. Create new IAM users: as above, best practice states that the           
‘root’ account should not be used for day-to-day activities. As such,           
you should create a new IAM user and assign admin privileges to            
that user 
 

4. Use groups to assign permissions to each user: for easier and           
less error-prone user management, you should assign permissions        
to users via groups, rather than assigning permissions directly to          
the user profile 

 
5. Create a strong password policy for your users: forcing your          

users to have a strong password ensures their accounts are as           
safe as possible 
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IAM Walkthrough 

Adding users to IAM & assigning them to 
groups 
Once you’ve logged into the AWS console, hit the ‘services’ link in the top              
left corner. This will show you a menu of all the services available to you.               
Under ‘Security, Identity & Compliance’, select IAM. 

 
Once the page loads, you’ll see something like the below - except, for you,              
there may be crosses instead of ticks against each of the items. As we              
mentioned earlier, these are the best practice suggestions from AWS          
relating to new accounts. You should walk through each section & rectify            
the issues they identify before moving on. 
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Now, click on ‘users’ in the menu to the left. Here you can see that this                
account only has a single user. Click ‘Add User’ in the top left. 
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We’re going to add two users - Clark and Samantha and we’re going to              
allow them console access by checking the box ‘AWS Management          
Console Access’.  

 
 
You’ll now be given a choice. Do you want to add these users to a group,                
copy permissions from another user or attach a policy directly to the user.             
In this instance, let’s not do any of those things. Move on using the buttons               
in the bottom right without selecting any of these options. 
 

 
 
Move through the next menu items - we don’t need to worry about these for 
now. Once you’ve done so, you’ll see a success screen showing your new 
users. 
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If we now click close & return to the user management screen, you’ll see              
that your users are members of no groups and as you’ll remember, we             
didn’t assign any policies directly to their account. So, they have no access             
to any AWS services. 

 
So, let’s click on our user ‘Clark’. From here, you have a choice. Do you               
want to assign permissions directly to Clark (not best practice) or do you             
want to make him a member of a group? We’re going to do the later. 
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As shown below, under the groups tab, we can hit ‘add user to groups’ 
 

 
 
Once you’ve done that, you’ll see all of your existing user groups to choose              
from. If you don’t already have groups, we’ll create one in the next section.              
For now & for the purposes of this tutorial, I’ll select the ‘admins’ group I               
created earlier. 
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Once you’ve done that, you’ll see that our user Clark now has administrator             
access. If you ever want to edit all the administrators permissions, this can             
be done by managing the group rather than each user individually. 
 

 

Creating an IAM group 
Click on the ‘Groups’ menu link on the left hand side of the page. You’ll be                
presented with the below screen. Click ‘Create New Group’. 

 
 
You’ll be prompted to enter a group name. I’m going to call my group              
‘Developers’. Once you’ve named your group, click ‘Next Step’. You’ll be           
presented with the below screen, this provides you with a number of            
predefined permission policies created by AWS - if none of these suit your             
use case, we can create our own policies. We’ll do that next. However, for              
the purpose of this section, I will select ‘AmazonS3FullAccess’. 
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Once you’ve selected the group policy you want, click ‘next step’ and then             
‘create group’. You can now assign users to the group by clicking on the              
user account, selecting the groups tab and clicking ‘add user to groups’ as             
is described in the previous section. 

Creating Policies 
To create your own AWS policy, you need to select ‘policies’ from the left              
hand menu within IAM. Then click on ‘create policy’. 

 
 
For ease of use, we’re going to use the policy generator. Select this option.              
From here, you can create your own policy with allow and deny rules. Such              
as the one below: 
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What is the Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) 

 
 
A VPC is a logically isolated area of the AWS infrastructure in which you              
can define your own network configuration (IP ranges, subnets, route          
tables & network gateways) & launch your AWS resources into an area,            
over which you have complete control - it’s intended to resemble your            
private on-premise data centre.  
 
A VPC can be launched into a specific region. You can then place subnets              
in different availability zones within that region, within the VPC. This           
enables you to create fault tolerant and highly available applications and           
services by straddling multiple availability zones and/or regions. 
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Where does VPC fit in your environment? 
The VPC encapsulates many of the core resources within AWS. As is            
shown on the diagram below, it contains your virtual servers; database           
servers; load balancers; app services; lambda and analytics services. Each          
of these will be discussed throughout the remainder of this book. 
 
As previously mentioned, the VPC has its own network configuration (as           
defined by you) into which you can launch your AWS resources. 
 
Access to the resources in the VPC is controlled by IAM (as discussed             
previously) in addition to network access control lists (NACL) and security           
groups which we will discuss in this section. 
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What are the components of a VPC? 
The VPC has a number of components, those components have been           
outlined on the diagram at the beginning of the VPC section. Let’s step             
through each item, one at a time. 
 
IGW (Internet Gateways) 
Internet Gateways (IGW) are an integral part of the VPC. They provide            
your network with a route to the open internet (enabling websites to be             
accessed by users & instances to download updates). They are          
horizontally scaled, redundant, highly available and don’t need to be          
managed. They’ll automatically scale to meet traffic requirements and will          
automatically be replaced if they fail. 
 
The IGW has two main purposes. The first is to allow communication            
between the AWS resources within your VPC and the internet and the            
second is to perform NAT translation for instances that have a public IP             
address. 
 
It’s important to note that only one IGW can be attached to a VPC at any                
given time and that you cannot detach an IGW from a VPC while there are               
active AWS resources within the VPC (e.g. EC2 Instances). 
 
Route Tables 
Route tables provide a set of rules (or routes) which direct traffic to the              
intended destination.  
 
When a route table is connected to an Internet Gateway, it will have a rule               
defined in the rules tab which will explicitly refer to the IGW, which will              
enable internet access. If an IGW is detached from a VPC the route table              
will show a status of ‘black hole’ and your subnets attached to that route              
table will have no route to the internet . 
 
The route table also enables you to configure routes between subnets           
(both public and private) within a VPC - these subnets must be in the same               
region but can be in different availability zones.  
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Note: you cannot delete a route table if it has any dependencies. This can              
include any Internet Gateways or subnets associated to the route table. 
 
The below is an example of a route table. You’ll see that we have two               
records in place, each with two columns - destination and Target. 
 

Destination Target 

172.31.0.0/16 Local 

0.0.0.0/0 IGW 

 
With the top line of the route table, you’ll notice that the target is local (we                
call this the ‘local route’). That means this is to be routed internally -              
between subnets within the VPC, this will not require access to the open             
internet. As such, the destination of this record is simply the CIDR block             
range of the VPC itself.  
 

Side Note:  
You cannot modify the ‘local route’ 

 
The second row will show the target as being the IGW (Internet Gateway),             
which indicates that this should be able to connect to the open internet - as               
would be required if you were hosting a website. The destination of            
0.0.0.0/0 means that it can go to any destination on the open web. 
 
Best practice is to leave the default route table as it is. If any modifications               
are required, it’s better to create a new route table.  
 
In many cases, you may choose to have a private and a public route table               
for your VPC. Both would have the same local route, meaning           
communication between subnets would be possible. However, the private         
subnet would be attached to a route table that was NOT attached to an              
internet gateway. 
 
Note: you can have multiple route tables per VPC. 
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Subnets 
A subnet is a subsection of a network. In AWS, we can have multiple              
subnets within a single VPC and those subnets can span multiple           
availability zones. However, all subnets within a VPC must be in the same             
region. 
 
When you first setup your AWS account, you’ll notice that you have a             
default VPC and a number of subnets (one for each availability zone within             
the region). Each of those subnets will be attached to an internet gateway             
and will be public subnets. 
 
Each instance launched into the default VPC will have both a private and             
public subnet by default - this setting can be altered to suit your             
requirements. 
 

Side Note:  
A public subnet is defined as one that has a route to the internet. A               
private subnet is one that does not have a route to the internet. Both              
public and private subnets can communicate with other subnets within a           
VPC using the local route. 
 
Private subnets can benefit from enhanced security as they’re not          
available to the open web. However, this can also mean that they’re            
unable to download and install software updates. This can be solved via            
the use of a NAT instance. 

 
In order to make a subnet private, you’ll need to create a new route table               
that is NOT attached to an internet gateway (IGW) and associate a subnet             
with that table. Note that all subnets must be associated to a route table.  
 
Subnet associations with a route table can be either explicit or non-explicit.            
No subnet is explicitly associated with the default route table - they’re            
non-explicitly associated until they’re explicitly associated with another        
(non-default) route table. 
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Network Access Control Lists (NACL) 
Network Access Control Lists (NACL) are an optional layer of security           
which essentially act as a firewall for controlling traffic in or out of one or               
more subnets. It does this through the enforcement of traffic rules based on             
protocol. For example, you may wish to block all inbound HTTP traffic to             
your subnet. 
 
To do this, we assign a rule number. The lower the number we assign, the               
higher priority that rule is given and once one rule is evaluated and             
executed, all following rules are ignored. So, let’s say we have the below             
rules: 
 

Rule Number Protocol Source Allow / Deny 

90 HTTP 0.0.0.0/0 ALLOW 

100 HTTP 0.0.0.0/0 DENY 

 
In this case, our HTTP traffic will come into the NACL. It’ll start evaluating              
the rules that it has and will first come across rule 90 and will allow the                
HTTP traffic to enter the subnet. Even though we have a deny rule below, it               
always executes the rule with the lowest rule number. 
 
Remember, Network Access Control Lists are stateless. This means that 
traffic must be allowed in both inbound and outbound rules if a reply is to 
be required. 
 

Side Note:  
The default NACL in the default VPC will allow all traffic (both inbound &              
outbound) by default while any new NACL’s will deny all traffic by            
default.  
 
N.B. when the source is set to 0.0.0.0/0, it means rule will apply to all               
traffic sources. 
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Through the NACL interface in the AWS management console, we can           
associate subnets to the NACL. Remember, a subnet can be associated           
with one NACL at a time. 
While the NACL enforces security at a subnet level, EC2 instances may 
also apply additional security at the security group level. 
 
Security Groups 
Security groups work on the instance level. They’re relatively similar to 
Network Access Control Lists in the sense that you can configure rules to 
allow certain types of traffic. 
 
There are two noticeable differences between a NACL and a security 
group: 

★ Security groups only support allow rules 
★ Security groups are stateful 
★ All rules are evaluated before a decision is made 

 
What does it mean to be stateful? Well, let’s say you allow inbound SSH              
traffic to your instance and that traffic requires a response from your server             
but you do not have SSH allowed in the outbound rules of your security              
group - it will still allow you to send the response. This is not true with                
NACL’s.  

VPC Limits 
There are a number of limits placed on resources in AWS. These can be              
lifted by submitting a support request to AWS. However, by default, those            
limits are: 
 

#VPC’s Per Region 5 

#Internet Gateways Per Region 5 

#Customer Gateways Per Region 50 

#VPN Connections Per Region 50 

#Route Tables Per Region 200 
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#Entries Per Route Table 50 

#Elastic IP Addresses 5 

#Security Groups Per VPC 500 

#Rules Per Security Group 50 

#Security Groups Per Network Interface 5 

VPC Peering 
VPC peering is the process of sharing internal resources of multiple VPC’s            
via private IP addresses. This can only happen between 2 VPC’s in the             
same region, 
 
VPC’s can be peered when they’re part of different AWS accounts (as long             
as they’re in the same region). 
 

Side Note:  
To peer VPC’s they must have separate, non overlapping CIDR block 
ranges 

 
Transitive connections are not permitted. This means, if VPC2 is          
connected to VPC1 and VPC1 is connected to VPC3 then VPC2 and            
VPC3 will be unable to communicate. They must have direct links. 
 
When peering, you can choose to peer the entire VPC or just specific             
subnets within it. 

Bastion Hosts & NAT Gateways 
A bastion host is an EC2 instance that lives in a public subnet. It’s used as                
a gateway to access an instance in a private subnet. 
 
The bastion host is the critical strong point of the network as all traffic must               
flow through it to reach its destination. 
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The NAT gateway works hand in hand with the bastion host. It provides             
those EC2 instances in the private subnet with a route to the internet and              
prevents hosts from outside the VPC making connection to those private           
instances associated with the NAT gateway. 
 
The NAT Gateway only allows incoming traffic if it is responding to an             
outgoing message from the instance in a private subnet. The NAT           
Gateway must be part of the public subnet and must be associated with the              
private subnet route table. 
 

 
 

Side Note:  
A NAT instance has the same purpose as a NAT gateway, except it’s an              
actual EC2 instance rather than a managed service by AWS. The NAT            
gateway is a newer option & NAT instances are now considered to be             
legacy. 

VPC Troubleshooting 

Issue Resolution 

EC2 instances aren’t 
being auto-assigned a 
public IP 

You can check the auto-assign IP settings for        
the subnet. Here, you may find that it’s set to          
‘disable’. 
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Nat gateway is 
configured but 
instances inside the 
private subnet cannot 
download packages 

You’ll need to add a route to the NAT gateway          
into the route table for the private subnet. 

Traffic not reaching 
instances 

Even if your security group allows the traffic,        
your NACL (Network Access Control List) may       
be blocking it. Check your NACL as the first step          
of troubleshooting. 

Cannot SSH to 
resources in a private 
subnet 

You’ll need to ensure that you’re utilizing a        
bastion host or VPN connectivity to be able to         
SSH to instances in a private subnet. 

Unable to create VPC 
peering 

The two VPCs must be part of the same region          
in order for peering to work. 
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VPC Walkthrough 

Subnets 
Once you’ve logged into the AWS console, hit the ‘services’ link in the top              
left corner. This will show you a menu of all the services available to you.               
Under ‘Networking & Content Delivery’, select VPC. 

 
 
From here, you’ll see a number of subnets. In my case, you can see 6 -                
one in each availability zone of the region in which my default VPC is              
situated. 
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If you click on the subnet, the details will load in the pane below. From               
here, you can see important subnet settings, like public IP auto-assign           
settings and the route table the subnet is associated with. 
 

 
 
If you select the ‘route table’ tab, you’ll be able to view the properties of               
that route table. In this case, you can see that it’s got a route to the internet                 
via an internet gateway - so you know that the subnet you were looking at               
above is public. 
 

 
Under the ‘network ACL’ tab, you’ll see the rules applied via the network             
access control list. 
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Network Access Control Lists 
To create a new network access control list, enter the VPC dashboard of             
AWS & select ‘Network ACLs’ from the left hand menu. You’ll see one ACL              
already in place, which is the default ACL for the default VPC. 

 
 
Click ‘create network ACL’ and give it a name. For this purpose, we’ll leave              
it linked to our default VPC. 

 
 
Once the new ACL is created, you’ll see that on both the inbound and              
outbound tabs all traffic is denied by default. So, let’s add some rules. Hit              
‘Edit’.
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Remember, rules are read in rule number order. So, if you add a rule 10               
that denies all HTTP traffic and a rule 100 that allows it. All traffic will be                
denied as the first rule identified for that specific protocol is enforced. 

 
So, i’ve just added a rule that allows inbound HTTP traffic as rule 100. It’s               
really that simple. 

 
Now we need to link this ACL to the subnet in our VPC. To do that, head                 
over to the subnets section, select the subnet you’re interested in & select             
the network ACL tab. Click edit & then select your new ACL from the              
dropdown list. Remember to click save after! 
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Route Tables 
To create a new route table, let’s click on the ‘route tables’ link on the left                
hand side of the VPC dashboard. Click on ‘create route table’. 

 
Give your route table a name. 

 
Now, let’s open the ‘routes tab’. As we discussed earlier, the top line of any               
route table is the local route. This cannot be edited. This means this is to               
be routed internally - between subnets within the VPC, this will not require             
access to the open internet. As such, the destination of this record is             
simply the CIDR block range of the VPC itself.  
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Let’s add a new route to the internet gateway. This will enable all subnets              
associated with this route table to access the open internet. Click on the             
‘edit’ button and click into the ‘target’ box that appears. This will show you              
all the available targets for the route table. 
 

 
Choose your internet gateway and set the destination as 0.0.0.0/0, which           
simply means, any destination on the open internet. 

 
 
We now have a route to the internet. But at the moment, no subnets are               
associated with this route table, so won’t be utilizing the new route we             
added. Click on the ‘subnet associations tab’.  
 
Within this tab, you’ll see a message that ‘you do not have any subnet              
associations’ and you’ll see all of your default subnets just below that. If we              
click ‘edit’ you can associate some of your default subnets with the route             
table. 
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Select the subnets you wish to associate with this route table using the             
checkboxes next to them and hit save. 

 
 
You can see that the subnet ‘subnet-44096033’ is now associated with           
your new route table. So, this is now by definition a public subnet. 
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Internet Gateways 
In this section, we’re going to create a new internet gateway and attach it              
to our VPC. So, open the ‘internet gateways’ dashboard from the left hand             
menu of the VPC console. 
 

 
 
Click on ‘create internet gateway’ and give your gateway a name. I’ve            
called mine ‘internetgateway’. You’ll notice that it is currently showing as           
‘detached’. Check the box next to your new gateway and click the ‘attach to              
vpc’ button. 
 
Note: a VPC can only have one internet gateway attached at any given             
time. So, you may have to detach your default internet gateway from the             
VPC in order to attach your new one. 
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In this dropdown, you’ll see a list of your VPC’s. If a VPC doesn’t show               
here, it’s because it already has an internet gateway attached. You’ll need            
to detach it first. 

 
 
After you’ve clicked ‘yes, attach’, you’re all done. You can now see that my              
new internet gateway is attached to vpc-af97cbca. 
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SIMPLE STORAGE 
SERVICE (S3) 
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What is Simple Storage Service (S3) 
Amazon S3 is online bulk storage which can be access from almost any             
device. The storage is highly scalable, reliable, fast and inexpensive and           
can be used to store any type of file. 
 
AWS achieves such high levels of durability and availability from their S3            
service as objects are synced across all availability zones within a region            
when they’re uploaded. As we discussed previously, all availability zones          
should be isolated from the problems faced by other availability zones,           
creating excellent data redundancy. 
 
Access to S3 is managed through an IAM. Policies can be applied to users,              
groups or roles to enable access by AWS users or the applications running             
in AWS.  
 
AWS uses the concept of buckets in which to store your data. A bucket is               
essentially a root level folder and can contain sub-folders. Let’s look at            
what that could mean in the context of your local computer. 
 
On your local computer, you probably have a folder called ‘Pictures’. This            
would be the ‘root’ folder, or bucket. Inside this, you may have a folder              
called ‘Christmas Photos’. This is referred to as a folder within that bucket             
(also known as a namespace). Anything stored within either the bucket or a             
sub-folder will be referred to as an object. 

Where does S3 fit in your environment? 
As you can see from the below diagram, S3 sits outside of the VPC but is                
still controlled by IAM and can be monitored by Cloudtrail and Cloudwatch. 
 
Within your environment, you could use S3 as a simple document store; a             
backup solution; storage for your application (accessed by EC2 instances)          
or for any type of storage that require scalability & resilience.  
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S3 Buckets 
It’s important to note that all bucket names must be unique across AWS.             
So, if you create a bucket called My-Bucket, no other user in the world can               
have the same bucket name. This does mean you may have to get a little               
creative with your bucket naming conventions to find a bucket name that            
hasn’t already been taken. 
 
Once you’ve chosen an available name, you must also remember that S3            
buckets are created in specific regions. Any data you upload will then exist             
in that region. In order to reduce latency, you should place your data in a               
region closest to the customers you’re serving. 
 
You can control who can access and use your bucket at a very granular              
level. At bucket level, you can allow users to access the bucket and             
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whether you want them to be able to upload / download items from the              
bucket. 
 
At object level, you can also control access permissions. So, just because            
someone has access to the bucket, doesn’t mean they’ll be able to            
download every file within it.  
 
You can also create a publicly accessible link using the actions menu for             
any object in S3, so that it can be shared with non-AWS users. 
 
Bucket Rules: 

★ All buckets and objects are private by default (except for the           
bucket owner) 

★ Objects in a bucket can be between 0 bytes and 5 terabytes in size 
★ Bucket names must be a minimum of 3 and a maximum of 63             

characters in length and can only contain lowercase letters,         
numbers and hyphens 

★ You can have a maximum of 100 buckets per AWS account 
★ Bucket ownership cannot be transferred  
★ We can control access and user privileges through bucket policies.          

These are JSON scripts. 
 

Side Note:  
For new objects uploaded to S3, AWS supports read-after-write         
consistency, which means an object is immediately available once         
uploaded to S3. 
 
For overwrites of an existing object or deleting an existing object, AWS            
supports eventual consistency, which means that there can be a slight           
delay before the update reflects for all users.  
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Encryption 
All items within an S3 bucket can be encrypted. This happens in one of two               
ways: 

Server Side Encryption Server side encryption is where AWS 
encrypts the files before saving them to S3 
and decrypts them when they’re downloaded. 

Client Side Encryption Client side encryption is where you use your 
own encryption keys to encrypt the file before 
you upload it to S3 and decrypt it once it’s 
downloaded. You are responsible in this 
scenario for looking after your own keys. 

S3 Pricing 
Amazon publishes its pricing on their website & they are frequently           
updated. With the S3 service, you will be charged for the items you store at               
a cost per gigabyte. 
 
You’ll also be charged for certain types of request (moving data in / out of               
S3). These include: put, copy, post, list and get in addition to lifecycle             
transition, data retrieval, data archive and data restore requests. 
 
Ensure you check the AWS website for pricing before utilizing their           
services. 

Storage Classes 
The below table includes each of the available storage classes, along with            
their durability, availability and cost. First, let’s define durability and          
availability: 
 
Durability (fault tolerance) is the chance an object will not be lost in a given               
year. So, 99.999999999% (eleven nines) durability would mean that there          
is a 0.000000001% chance that a file will be lost in a year. Or, you could                
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say that if you were storing 10,000 objects, you’d lose one object every 10              
million years. 
 
Availability is the percentage of time that a file will be available. So, if you               
have 99.99% availability, you can expect to have 1 hour where the file is              
unavailable for every 10,000 hours. 
 

Type Description Durability Availability Cost 

Standard All purpose, 
default 
storage 

99.999999999% 99.99% Highest 

RRS For 
non-critical, 
reproducibl
e objects 

99.99% 99.90% High 

Infrequent 
Access 
(S3-IA) 

For files 
you don’t 
access 
frequently. 
Immediately 
available 
when you 
do need 
them. 

99.999999999% 99.90% Medium 

Glacier Archive 
storage. Up 
to 1 day to 
retrieve files 
stored 

99.999999999% NA Low 

  
You can switch between standard, reduced redundancy and infrequent         
access storage at any time. However, to switch to Glacier, you must apply             
lifecycle rules to your S3 objects. The move to Glacier can take 1 or 2 days                
to take effect. 
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Object Lifecycles 
Object lifecycles are a set of rules that define what happens to an object in               
an S3 bucket at certain time intervals.  
 
For example: let’s say you have a file that is for the current month’s budget               
for your company. At the moment, you’re working on that file every day, so              
you need this to have very high availability. At the end of the month, you’ll               
be accessing it once per week to for your ‘actual’ spend profile for the rest               
of the year. At the end of the year, you’ll probably never open the file but                
must retain it for audit purposes. 
So, in this scenario, you could setup the following lifecycle policy: 

★ Standard Storage until day 30 
★ Infrequent Access storage from day 30 to the end of the year 
★ Glacier storage until the file needs to be deleted 

 
Object lifecycles help us to keep our cost of storage as low as possible              
while retaining the accessibility and durability that we require. 
 
These lifecycle policies can be applied to the entire S3 bucket or a specific              
folder / file within the bucket. You can delete the policy at any time and               
manually change the storage class back to the class you require. 

Versioning 
Objects can be versioned in AWS. This is where AWS tracks and stores all              
versions of your object, so that you can always access older versions of             
that object. 
 
It’s important to note that versioning is either on or off. It applies to the               
entire bucket and all objects held within it. Once you’ve turned versioning            
on, you can’t turn it off – you can only stop it retaining versions from this                
point forward, all older versions will remain available on AWS. 
 
Of course, by saving older versions of your objects you will increase your             
storage usage, which will increase your storage costs. However, versioning          
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can be thought of as a comprehensive backup tool for your business and             
therefore has inherent value.  
 
To combat the increased cost, you can create lifecycle policies to work            
hand in hand with versioning to control the number of versions stored in             
your S3 bucket. 

S3 Events 
S3 event notifications allow you to setup automated communications         
between S3 and other AWS services when an event happens on S3.            
These events can include: 

★ The loss of an object from RRS 
★ Put, Post, Copy 
★ Completion of a multi part upload 

 
These events can then trigger an SNS topic, Lambda function or SQS            
queue function to carry out a task based on that event. We will discuss              
each of these functions later in the book.  

Static Website Hosting 
S3 also enables us to host static websites at a very low cost. Static files               
are considered to be HTML, CSS and Javascript.  
 
This becomes particularly useful when it comes to serving error pages for            
your web application. Let’s say you have an EC2 instance running your            
application & the instance goes down. We can use Route 53 to serve static              
pages from S3 rather than simply showing a 500 error as your server is              
unreachable. 
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Getting data into and out of AWS 

Type Description File Sizes 

Single Operation 
Upload 

This is a single upload, as you       
would do through the console in      
AWS. This can be used for files       
of up to 5GB, but ideally      
multi-part upload should be    
used for all files over 100MB. 

Up to 5GB 

Multi Part Upload This is where you break your file       
into many small ‘chunks’ of data.      
These can then be uploaded to      
AWS in parallel. If one part of the        
upload fails, you can re-transmit     
just that part. 

Must be used for 
5GB and larger 
and up to 5TB. 

AWS Import / 
Export 

This service allows you to     
physically mail a hard drive full of       
your data to AWS. Once     
received, they will upload it to      
Amazon S3 within 1 business     
day. If you need the data back       
(e.g. your on-premise network    
fails), you can ask AWS to mail it        
back to you. 

Up to 16TB per 
job 

Snowball Snowball is very similar to the      
AWS import / export service     
except instead of sending AWS     
one of your hard drives, they will       
send you one of their very high       
capacity (petabytes) drives. You    
can then send it back to them &        
they will upload the data to S3. 

Petabytes 
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Storage Gateways - Hybrid Solution 
There are two major types of storage gateway available in AWS. They are             
outlined below: 

★ Gateway Cached Volumes: This is where all of your data is           
stored in AWS S3 but frequently accessed files are cached locally           
for quick access 

★ Gateway Stored Volumes: This is where all of your data remains           
on-premise but AWS takes periodic snapshots to create        
incremental backups of your data in S3. 

 

Side Note:  
We can run analytics against the ELB log files by utilizing S3 to store the               
log files and EMR to process them. 
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S3 Walkthrough 

Creating A Bucket 
Creating a bucket in AWS is very easy. From the services menu at the top,               
under storage, select ‘S3’ 

 
 
On the next screen, enter a bucket name and select a region. Remember,             
bucket names must be unique across all of AWS (not just your own             
account). 
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Next, you’ll see a bunch of things that you can configure, like versioning,             
logging & tags. For now, let’s just  click next and move on. 
 
On the following screen, you’ll be able to manage the permissions to the             
bucket. I want to leave my user with the access shown below & I do not                
wish to make the bucket public. So let’s hit next. 
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You’ll now be given a chance to review the configuration you’ve chosen. In             
this case, it’s what we want, so click ‘create bucket’. 
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Lifecycle Rules 
Lifecycle rules are very easy to setup and use. To enable them, click on              
the bucket we just created (in this case netshock.co.uk) and click on the             
management tab on the menu to the right. 

 
You’ll then see the below which automatically opens to the lifecycle policy 
tab. Click on ‘add lifecycle rule’. 

 
 
Here, you can add the rules you wish. In my case I want the rules to only                 
apply to the archive folder within my bucket, so I’ve added a prefix of              
‘archive/’ to the rule. 
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We now need to configure the transition of the lifecycle rule. In my case, I               
want to move all current versions to ‘standard infrequent access’ storage           
after 30 days and I want to archive it to Glacier after 60 days. 
 

  
 
I then need all the items to be deleted after set periods of time, which I                
have configured below. You can then review your rule and hit save. 
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Versioning 
Versioning is simple to turn on, just head to the properties tab of the bucket 
and click on ‘versioning’. 

 

 
 
Next, click ‘enable versioning’ and hit save. You’re done! 

 
__________________________________________ 
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ELASTIC COMPUTE 
CLOUD (EC2) 
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What is Elastic Cloud Compute (EC2) 
EC2 stands for Elastic Compute Cloud. The service provides virtual          
servers in the cloud and is extremely scalable, meaning that it can grow             
with your business and can help reduce the amount of traffic forecasting            
required as it can scale up and down to cope with traffic demands. 

Where does EC2 fit in your environment? 
EC2 instances sit within the VPC and work in conjunction with a number of              
other services within the VPC. They’re protected by the NACL and and            
have their own security groups, which we will discuss through this section. 
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They are also protected via IAM policies and they are able to assume IAM              
roles to access other AWS services. 

EC2 Overview 
The below shows the different components of an EC2 instance. Each of            
these will be covered in detail below. 
 

 

Elastic IP’s 
By default, all EC2 instances are launched with a private IP address. This             
enables them to communicate with other instances within the same VPC.  
 
If your subnet settings allow for it, an instance can also be launched with a               
public IP address - which is only static for the life of the instance. To create                
an IP address that is always static, we can use an elastic IP. 
 
An elastic IP provides you with a static public IPv4 address.You can attach             
an elastic IP to an instance, even if the instance only has a private IP               
address. Note: if an instance does have a public IP address already, the             
elastic IP will replace its default public IP address. 
 
Elastic IP’s can be used to mask the failure of an instance. You do this by                
removing the IP from the failed instance & quickly remapping it to another,             
working instance in your account. 
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Security Groups 
Security groups work on the instance level. They’re relatively similar to           
Network Access Control Lists in the sense that you can configure rules to             
allow certain types of traffic. 
 
There are noticeable differences between a NACL and a security group: 

★ You can apply one or more security groups to an instance 
★ Security groups only support allow rules 
★ Security groups are stateful 
★ All rules are evaluated before a decision is made 
★ All traffic is denied, unless there is an explicit allow rule. 

 

Side Note:  
Note, that all inbound traffic is denied and all outbound traffic is allowed             
by default. 

 
What does it mean to be stateful? Well, let’s say you allow inbound SSH              
traffic to your instance and that traffic requires a response from your server             
but you do not have SSH allowed in the outbound rules of your security              
group - it will still allow you to send the response. This is not true with                
NACL’s.  
 
The default security group has all inbound and outbound traffic allowed by            
default.  

Instance Types 
There are a number of different instance types which are used to carry out              
different kinds of tasks in AWS.  

Type Family Good For 

T2 General Purpose Burstable Performance 

M3 General Purposes Nice Balance 
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C3/C4 Compute Optimized High Traffic Web Servers 

D2 Storage Optimized  Large Scale Data 
Warehouses 

I2 Storage Optimized Large Scale Data 
Warehouses 

G2 GPU Optimized Machine Learning / High Perf 
DB 

P2 GPU Optimized Machine Learning / High Perf 
DB 

R3/R4 Memory Optimized Databases / Large Enterprise 
Apps 

X1 Memory Optimized Databases / Large Enterprise 
Apps 

Amazon Machine Image (AMI) 
Amazon Machine Images are pre-configured packages that provide the         
necessary information for an instance to launch. This information includes          
the operating system (of your choice), preinstalled software packages (like          
NGinx web server), the EBS (HDD) mapping and any other settings that            
are defined in the AMI. 
 
There are three types of AMI: 

★ Community AMI’s - these are free to use but are generally limited            
to just operating system choice 

★ Marketplace AMI’s - these are more complex and include the          
operating system and other supporting packages (often licensed        
software). These are AMI’s which you must pay to use 

★ My AMI’s - these are the AMI’s you create and save on your AWS              
account 

 
AMI’s can be used with auto scaling to launch pre-configured instances to            
meet demand or for disaster recovery purposes. 
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AWS uses two types of virtualization: 
★ HVM - this runs directly on the virtual machine as if it were running              

directly on the underlying hardware. It can take advantage of          
hardware extensions like enhanced networking. 

★ PV - can run on hardware that does not have explicit support for             
virtualization. However, it cannot take advantage of hardware        
extensions. HVM is the preferred option of virtualization in the          
AWS environment. 

User Data 
When you launch an instance, you can add your own bash scripts under             
the advanced details section. For example: 
 
#!/bin/bash 
Yum update -y 
Yum install -y httpd 
Service httpd start 
 
This would mean that your instance would be launched with HTTPD           
(Apache Web Server) already installed. You can view the scripts that ran            
on instance launch by using a curl command in the terminal:  
Curl http://169.254.169.254/latest/user-data 
 
You can also view the metadata using:  
Curl http://169.254.169.254/latest/meta-data 
 
We call these bash scripts ‘bootstrapping’ your instance. It’s very useful in            
an autoscaling environment as you can script the instance to install Apache            
and download your website files during launch - meaning the instance is up             
and usable quickly - almost like a cookie-cutter for future instances that are             
launched. 
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EC2 Storage 

EBS (Elastic Back Store) Volumes 
Elastic Block Store (EBS) is block level storage on EC2 instances. It’s            
Network Attached Storage (NAS) and can be moved between instances          
with ease. It’s highly available and reliable storage and can be attached to             
any running EC2 instance in the same Availability Zone and can only be             
attached to a single EC2 instance at any given time.  
 
EBS volumes can persist independently from the life of the instance. To do             
this, you’ll need to uncheck the box that says ‘delete on termination’ during             
the creation of your EC2 instance. 
 
The achievable IOPS & storage space on each varies across different           
storage types. IOPS are measured in 256KB chunks: 
 

General 
Purpose 

Ideal for test environments or small database       
instances. These achieve 3 IOPS per GB of        
provisioned storage. These drives do have burstable       
performance.  
For example, when you see 100/3000 IOPS when        
choosing your storage medium, this means you’ll       
have 100 IOPS, burstable to 3000 for short periods         
of time. Disk sizes are between 1GiB and 16GiB in          
size. 

Provisioned 
IOPS 

Ideal for mission critical applications which require       
sustained performance. You can provision up to       
20,000 IOPS. Disk sizes are between 4GiB and 16         
GiB 

Magnetic Ideal for applications where performance is not at all         
important. These are extremely low cost but rarely        
utilized. 
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Side Note:  
Even volumes with provisioned IOPS may not provide the performance          
you expect. To achieve optimal performance, you should utilize EBS          
optimized instances which provide additional dedicated throughput for        
your EBS volume. 

 
EC2 instances must have a root volume. You can add additional volumes            
to your EC2 instance and can move volumes between instances in the            
same availability zone. 
 
You can use snapshots to backup or duplicate your EBS volumes. You can             
restore a backup by creating a new EBS volume, using the snapshot as a              
template. However, if you are to create an EBS volume from a snapshot,             
you must be aware that you will have a degraded performance (of up to              
50%) until all the storage blocks on the EBS have been read - you can do                
this manually to achieve ‘normal’ performance levels. 
 
Facts about snapshots; 

★ Snapshots are only for EBS volumes and do not apply to instance            
store volumes 

★ They’re incremental in nature - they only store the changes since           
the last snapshot 

★ If the ‘original’ snapshot is deleted, all data is still accessible, even            
though they’re incremental in nature 

★ Frequent snapshots increase durability and are therefore       
recommended for any environment 

★ Snapshots can degrade performance while they’re being taken. So         
if possible, these should be scheduled for non-peak hours 

Instance Store Volumes 
Unlike EBS, instance store volumes are physically attached to the host           
hardware running the instance. These drives hold ephemeral data - that           
means, the data on the drive exists for only the life of the instance. When               
the instance is stopped, shut down or terminated the data is erased.            
However, if the instance is rebooted, the data remains. 
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Purchasing Options 
There are a few primary purchasing options for EC2 instances. They are            
described below: 

Type Description Cost Flexibility 

On 
Demand 

The on-demand instances can be     
provisioned or terminated at any time      
you choose. You can choose to launch       
any instance type at any time. You are        
only charged while the instance is      
running. 
 

High High 

Reserved Reserved instances are cheaper than     
on-demand instances. This is because     
you commit to paying for a reserved       
instance for one or three years.      
Whether you use the instance or not,       
you are still liable for the costs. 
 

Medi
um 

Medium 

Spot Spot instances allow you to bid on       
instances that you want. For example, if       
you would usually pay $3 an hour for a         
specific EC2 instance, you could bid $1       
per hour. If the price in the marketplace        
drops to your desired cost, you will be        
automatically provisioned the instance.  
 
As soon as the cost rises above your        
bid again, you will immediately lose      
your instance. You cannot guarantee     
you will have the instance for any       
specified length of time. 
 

Low Low 
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Placement Groups 
Placement groups are AWS’ answer to a big cloud problem. Let’s say, you             
need 10 instances and they all need to have extremely quick connectivity            
to one another? If it were in your own data centre, you’d put them right next                
to one another. 
 
Well, AWS allows you to do the same. You can request that all your              
instances are put as physically close to one another as possible & you can              
utilize the low-latency 10Gbps link between those instances. 
 
Now, all the instances you add to a placement group must be part of the               
same Availability Zone (AZ) and they MUST have enhanced networking          
(you can choose this at instance type selection). 
 
Key points: 

★ If an instance in a placement group is stopped, it will remain part of              
the placement group once it is restarted 

★ It’s suggested that you launch all your required instances into a           
placement group in a single request. This improves the chances of           
your machines being physically close to one another 

★ All instances in the placement group should ideally be the same           
instance type 

★ Instances that aren't launched into a placement group can’t be          
added into one 

★ Placement groups cannot be merged together, cannot span        
multiple availability zones but can be connected 

★ Placement group names must be unique in your own AWS account 
 
 

Side Note:  
It is possible that if you add instances to your placement group at a later               
date, you’ll get an ‘insufficient capacity’ error. This can usually be           
resolved by stopping all instances in the group & starting them again. 
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Elastic Load Balancer (ELB) 
The Elastic Load Balancer (ELB) evenly distributes traffic between EC2          
instances that are associated it - across multiple availability zones. This           
enables us to build fault tolerance into our applications. 
 
Further to balancing load, the ELB is able to identify unhealthy instances &             
stop serving traffic to them automatically. It’ll only start serving traffic back            
to that instance once it’s deemed to be healthy again.  
 
It does this through health checks - using thresholds (the number of health             
checks which must be passed / failed for an instance to be deemed healthy              
/ unhealthy) to assess the instances health. 
 
You are charged for each hour (or partial hour) that you use the elastic              
load balancer and for each GB of transfer through the ELB.  
 
An SSL certificate can be applied directly to the ELB, which reduces            
compute load on the EC2 instances.  

ELB Troubleshooting 

Issue Resolution 

Multi-AZ load 
balancing not 
working 

You’ll need to ensure that cross-zone load       
balancing is selected under the load balancer       
details tab. 

Instances are 
healthy but ELB is 
not registering 
them 

If this happens, ensure that the health check ping         
protocol is correct. If you are pinging on port 80,          
then that port will need to be allowed in your          
security group. 

Access logs on 
web servers show 
IP of ELB not the 
source traffic 

You can enable access logs to S3 under the         
details tab of the ELB 
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Unable to add 
instances to the 
ELB 

The availability zone/ subnet in which your       
instances sit must be added to the ELB config         
under the instances tab. 

Web traffic all show 
source IP of the 
ELB 

Enable access logs on the ELB and store them in          
an S3 bucket. 

Autoscaling 
Autoscaling is the process of adding or removing EC2 instances to meet            
peaks in demand. It essentially ensures that the correct number of EC2            
instances are available to serve all of your users / system processes,            
preventing a single instance from becoming overloaded. 
 
There are two major components to autoscaling: 

★ Launch configurations: are effectively templates of the instance        
you wish to launch. You select the AMI, size & type of instance and              
have the opportunity to enter your own bash scripts for          
configuration on-launch. 

★ Autoscaling groups: these are the rules or settings (based on          
Cloudwatch metrics) that determine when an instance is added or          
removed. 

 
You can configure notifications to go to SNS topics when an autoscaling            
rule is put into effect (adding / removing an instance). 
 
If an instance is unhealthy, the ELB will remove it from service & the              
autoscaling group will replace it with a new, healthy instance. We call this             
‘self healing’. 
 
For an environment to be considered highly available and fault tolerant, it            
must have an elastic load balancer, serving traffic to an autoscaling group            
with a minimum of 2 EC2 instances in different availability zones. 
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Autoscaling Troubleshooting 

Issue Resolution 

Autoscaling instance 
launches & terminates 
in short intervals 

Your scale up and scale down thresholds in        
your autoscaling policies are probably too      
close together. 

Autoscaling not 
happening 

Check that you’ve not reached the max       
number of instances that you defined when       
setting up the autoscaling group. 

EC2 Troubleshooting 

Issue Resolution 

Connectivity Issues You’ll need to ensure that the correct security        
group ports are opened for your instance. 

Cannot attach an EBS 
volume 

Remember, an EBS volume must live in the        
same availability zone as the instance it’s       
attaching to. You can recreate an EBS volume        
by taking a snapshot & launching a volume in         
a new availability zone. 

Cannot launch 
additional instances 

You may have reached the AWS limit for EC2         
instances on your account. You can check       
your limits under the ‘limits’ navigation item of        
the EC2 dashboard. You can request an       
increase in your limit from AWS. 

Unable to download 
updates to your 
instance 

You’ve probably launched your EC2 instance      
into a private subnet OR into a public subnet         
which does not auto-assign a public IP. 

AMI unavailable in 
other regions 

AMI’s are available only in the region they’re        
created. However, they can be easily copied to        
a new region. 
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Capacity error when 
launching into a 
placement group 

This is a common error - it generally means         
that AWS can’t provision more instances close       
by to the existing instances in your placement        
group. To fix this, try stopping & starting all         
instances in the placement group. 

EC2 Walkthrough 

Creating an instance 
In order to create an instance, you’ll need to use the services menu & click 
on ‘EC2’. 

 
 
On the next page, you’ll see the below. Click on ‘launch instance’

 
 
 
Now you’ll be able to select your AMI. For the purposes of this tutorial, let’s               
use the Amazon Linux AMI. Click ‘Select’. 
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You can now choose the instance type. Choose the one that suits your             
needs and budget. We will be using the t2.micro for the purposes of this              
test. 

 
 
On the next screen, you can pick the VPC & subnet into which you want to                
launch your instance - along with a host of other useful options. 
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Under the advanced menu, you can even add your own bash scripts to add              
a configuration to the newly launched instance. 

 
Next, add any storage you need, taking into account the information           
provided in the above section. Please also note costs associated with           
doing so. 
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Your instances are now launching. This may take a few minutes. 
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SSH into an EC2 instance 
Once you’ve set up your EC2 instance and downloaded your SSH key file,             
you’ll need to convert it into a format that Putty (or your chosen tool) is able                
to read (from .pem to .ppk). To do this, download PuttyGen and hit the              
‘load button’. This will show a file explorer dialogue box, locate your newly             
downloaded key file. 

 
 
After you’ve loaded it, all you need to do is click ‘save private key’, name it 
and store it somewhere you’ll remember. Next, install the main Putty 
application. Within this, paste your public DNS details (found in your AWS 
console) into the ‘Host Name’ field. 
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Then, expand the SSH menu on the left hand side and click on ‘Auth’.              
Within the subsequent screen, click the ‘browse’ button and find the .ppk            
key that you just created. 

 

Then just press the ‘Open’ button. On the terminal window, enter the            
default ‘ec2-user’ and press enter. You’ll then see the screen below, enter            
sudo -s to work as the super user. 
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Installing LAMP stack through the terminal 

Once you’ve SSH’d in to your instance, type each of the below commands 
into the terminal: 

★ sudo yum update -y 
★ sudo yum install -y httpd24 php56 mysql56-server php56-mysqlnd 
★ sudo service httpd start 
★ sudo chkconfig httpd on 

 
Assuming your instance is in a public subnet with the appropriate security            
group & NACL settings and that the route table is connected to an internet              
gateway, you should then see the below. 
 

 
 
You will need to change ownership permissions of the var/www directory to 
enable the ec2-user to make changes. 

Autoscaling Walkthrough 
When you first access the autoscaling dashboard, you have two main           
options. The one which you must complete first is to create a launch             
configuration. So, click ‘create launch configuration’ to do this. 
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The launch configuration is a very similar process to launching an EC2            
instance. This will be your ‘template’ for all instances in your autoscaling            
group.  

 
 
Just as you would when launching an EC2 instance, select the instance            
type you wish to use. 

 
 
In the launch configuration options, you can define the user data you wish             
to use on launch. This is vital - if you’ve got autoscaling web servers for               
example, you will need them all launched with HTTPD (Apache Web           
Server) installed & running. 
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Next, you select the security group that every instance in the autoscaling            
group will launch into. 

 
 
Once you’ve created your launch configuration, you’ll need to create an           
autoscaling group. The first step is to choose your launch configuration -            
which of course, you just created. 
 

 
 
The key thing to point out as you complete the below config is that, if you’re                
using an ELB then you should set ‘health check type’ to be ELB. 
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Now this is the key part of any autoscaling group. Using the below you can               
set the minimum and maximum number of instances you wish to have in             
your autoscaling group.  
 
You can also set scaling up and scaling down policies based on thresholds             
(e.g. when CPU drops below 70% remove 1 instance). 
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DATABASE SERVICES 
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What are database services? 
There are two major database offerings within AWS. The first is RDS            
(Relational Database Services) is designed to house relational databases         
and the second, DynamoDB is for non-relational databases. 
 
Both DynamoDB and RDS are fully managed, meaning that AWS handles           
the scaling of the underlying infrastructure on your behalf.  

Where do databases fit in your environment? 
Database instances are launched within your VPC and as such benefit           
from all the security provisions surrounding the VPC. 
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RDS (Relational Database Service) 
As described above, RDS is used for relational databases. It supports a            
variety of different database engines. These all offer free tier usage, except            
Aurora: 

★ Aurora (a fork from MySQL with 5 times better performance than 
MySQL) 

★ MySQL 
★ MariaDB 
★ PostgreSQL 
★ Oracle 
★ Microsoft SQL Server 

 
RDS is a cost-efficient and scalable way to launch industry standard           
relational databases. For this service, you’ll be charged for*: 

★ The specific DB engine you choose (e.g. MySQL) 
★ The instance class (like instance type in EC2) 
★ The purchasing terms you’ve selected (on-demand or reserved) 
★ The storage you’re using 
★ The transfer in and out of RDS 

 
*Please review AWS pricing before utilizing any services 
 

Side Note:  
RDS instances do not have a GUI in the AWS console 

 
RDS has the added benefit of being a fully managed service, which means             
you get: 

★ Automatic minor updates 
★ Automatic backups (point in time snapshots) 
★ Multi-AZ deployments with a single click 
★ Automatic recover in the event of a failure 

 
Note: point in time snapshots are deleted once the database instance is            
deleted. 
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Multiple Availability Zone (AZ) Deployments 
RDS enables you to launch multi-AZ deployments in a single click. With            
this, data is replicated to a standby instance in a different availability zone             
(but the same region). If there is a service outage, a primary node failure or               
a software update, AWS will automatically change the CNAME record to           
point to the standby instance.  
 
Further to this, the backups in a multi-AZ deployment are taken against the             
standby instance to reduce load on the primary instance. 
 
When RDS fails over (using Multi-AZ failover) to the standby instance, it            
switches the IP from the primary to the failover instance. So, your            
application will not require any config changes & should continue to run as             
normal. 
 

Side Note:  
For Multi-AZ to work, your RDS instance must be launched into a subnet             
group 

 
Read Replicas 
Read replicas are copies of the primary database, used for read-only           
purposes. When data is written to the primary database, it’s then copied /             
replicated by AWS to the read replica. So, all read traffic is automatically             
redirected by AWS from the primary instance to the read replica to reduce             
load & improve performance on the primary database.  
 
Read replicas are particularly useful if your database is used for a lot of              
reports as you can reduce load on the primary database by running all MI              
reports from the read replica and they’re scalable. So, if on a Monday             
morning all reports are pulled, you may choose to have 4 read replica             
instances running, while later in the week you may get by with a single              
read replica instance. 
 

Side Note:  
You can promote a read replica to be a primary instance. This is useful              
as you can rebuild indexes on the read replica (a CPU heavy job) or              
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import / export data into / out of RDS and then promote the replica to the                
primary instance. This means that at no point do you have degraded            
performance on the primary instance. 

 
Read replicas are best suited for high volume, non-cached database traffic. 
 
Read replicas create elasticity in RDS and improve performance of the           
primary database by taking workload from it. 

Creating an RDS instance 
When you create an RDS instance, you’ll need to launch it into a subnet              
group. This can be configured from the RDS console. If you’re launching            
your instance into a public subnet, you’ll want to group the public subnets             
you have into a single subnet group. The reason that you will do this, is               
that multi-AZ deployments are only applicable if instances are launched          
into a subnet group.  
 
You can then launch the instance into that subnet group. Remember, if it’s             
in a private subnet, you want to make sure ‘publically accessible’ is set to              
‘no’ during instance creation.  
 
It will ask you what availability zone you wish to launch into. As you’ve              
already selected the subnet group to use & a subnet resides in an             
availability zone, you can select ‘no preference’ - this will launch into one of              
the availability zones defined in your subnet group. 
 
An RDS security group must have a rule to open port 3306. If you do not                
have a security group with this configuration, it will automatically be added            
by AWS by selecting ‘create new security group’. 
 

Side Note:  
To connect to an RDS instance in a private subnet, you’ll need to SSH              
tunnel. To do this, you can download something like MYSQL          
Workbench. From the menu, select ‘Standard TCP/IP over SSH’. 

★ Hostname = the IP of an EC2 instance in the public subnet 
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★ Username = ec2-user (confirm by clicking ‘connect’ on your EC2          
instance 

★ SSH Key File = The .pem key you’d use to SSH to the EC2              
instance 

★ MySQL hostname = Writer endpoint value from RDS dashboard 
★ Port = 3306 
★ Username = the user you setup during the creation of the RDS            

instance. 
★ Password = stored in keychain - the password you setup 

 
If you receive a failed connection message, you’ll need to check the            
following to ensure all the settings are correct & enable connectivity:           
Security Groups; Network Access Control Lists; Route Tables and Internet          
Gateways. 
 
Note: when AWS creates a security group for you, you may find it restricts              
source data to a specific IP address which will cause connectivity issues.            
You can change this to 0.0.0.0/0. 

DynamoDB 
DynamoDB, unlike RDS does not offer existing database engines for you           
to adopt. You can adopt the DynamoDB model which is intended to            
replace MongoDB, Cassandra and Oracle no-SQL. DynamoDB does offer         
free tier usage. 
 
DynamoDB offers a fast and flexible service that provides consistent          
performance and millisecond latency at any scale. 
 
If using DynamoDB, you will be charged for*: 

★ Provisioned throughput capacity 
★ Indexed data storage 
★ DynamoDB streams 
★ Reserved capacity 
★ Data transfer in / out of DynamoDB 

 
*Please check current AWS pricing before use 
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The service is fully managed, which means that AWS handles the           
provisioning and scaling of hardware on your behalf. DynamoDB is fully           
distributed & scales automatically with demand and growth. All you need to            
do is specify the required throughput capacity. 
 
DynamoDB is fault tolerant as all data is synced across all availability            
zones within a region. 

Elasticache 
Elasticache is a fully managed, in-memory cache engine which enables us           
to improve database performance by caching the results of queries,          
leading to less repeat requests on the database, reducing load. 
 
Elasticache is powered by either Memcached or Redis. MySQL has a           
Memcached plugin which enables us to easily utilize the Elasticache          
features. 

Redshift 
Redshift is a petabyte-scale data warehousing service which is fully          
managed and scalable. It’s used for big data analytics & integrates with            
popular business intelligence tools such as Microstrategy & Tableau. 
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RDS Walkthrough 
You can find RDS in the services menu under ‘database’. 

 
The first time you load the service, you’ll see the below. Click ‘get started              
now’ 

 
Here, you can select your database engine. I’m going to choose MySQL. 
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You can now choose whether you need a single instance deployment or if             
you need a high-availability deployment. 
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Now, as you would when creating an EC2 instance, you can select your             
instance class. Remember, if you wish to have a multi-AZ deployment,           
select ‘yes’ from the dropdown. 

 
 
In order to launch a highly available RDS environment, you’ll need to            
launch it into a subnet group. You can define these in AWS console, or you               
can use the default group if you’re using the default VPC. 
 
If you don’t have a security group suitable for this already, AWS can create              
a new one for you. Note that when AWS creates a security group for you,               
you may find it restricts source data to a specific IP address which will              
cause connectivity issues. You can change this to 0.0.0.0/0. 

 
 
Now you can launch your instance. Note in the highlighted sections below,            
the instance will initially show as ‘Multi AZ: No’. You can see however that              
there is a pending modification to the instance to make this ‘yes’. 
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And once it’s all launched & available, you can see Multi AZ becomes ‘yes’. 
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APPLICATION 
SERVICES 
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What are application services? 
There are three major application services available in AWS. These enable           
us to deliver ‘canned’ functionality, without needing to build bespoke          
systems ourselves. We will cover off these services through this section. 

Where do application services fit in your 
environment? 
Application services interact with all parts of your AWS environment.          
Although they are shown as part of the VPC below, they are far-reaching             
and can interact with nearly every element of your AWS deployment. 
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SNS 
SNS (Simple Notification Service) is a service that automates the sending           
of email or text messages based on an event in your AWS account. It does               
this by working in conjunction with Cloudwatch to produce alarms when a            
certain threshold is exceeded, when there is downtime or a change in the             
environment. That alarm then prompts an SNS topic to be sent to the topic              
subscribers. 
 
The supported channels are SQS, HTTP, HTTPS, Email, SMS, app          
notifications and Lambda. 
 
A topic is a label or grouping of events. So you could have a topic called                
‘EC2 failure’. The subscribed users (endpoints) of that topic will be the            
email address or phone number of your EC2 administrators. Note: a           
subscriber of an email notification must confirm / authorise their          
subscription before any notifications can be sent to them. 
 
The publisher in SNS is the human, alarm or event that provides the             
message to the SNS topic.  

SQS 
SQS (Simple Queue Service) is a service that allows messages between           
servers to be queued. Once they arrive in a queue, the queue is polled by               
a worker instance rich reads & acts upon the message. 
 
SQS lends itself to the deployment of decoupled applications.  
 
Note: decoupled applications are those in which each component is          
independent of other components in the application. So, let’s say you have            
a website where users upload images and then those images are           
automatically processed to remove the background. You can decouple this          
application so that component 1 uploads the image and sends a message            
to an SQS queue. Component 2 then takes that message from the SQS             
queue and processes the background removal. In this instance, if          
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component 1 failed, component 2 could continue to process messages in           
the queue & continue to apply effects to those queued jobs. 
 
To handle loads during peak hours, autoscaling can be applied to a queue             
and the number of worker instances can also be scaled. 
 
SQS is fully managed by AWS and is therefore highly available and            
redundant. AWS automatically backs up messages across multiple        
availability zones within a region. 
 
Message retention can be set to between 1 minute and 14 days. The             
default is 4 days. Messages will be automatically deleted once this           
retention period is reached. 
 
You can set a visibility timeout on a queue message. This is where a              
message is not visible to any other reader of the queue for a designated              
amount of time after it is read from a message queue. The timeout should              
be set to be greater than the time it will take to process and delete a                
message from the queue. Note: the maximum visibility timeout is 12 hours. 
 
A queue can be polled in two ways (they’re both billed in the same way): 

★ Short polling – Returns a response immediately, even if the          
message queue is empty and as a result the response is empty.            
Short polling should be used if your application expects an          
immediate response. 

★ Long polling – Doesn’t return a response until a message arrives in            
the queue, making it less expensive as you can reduce the number            
of polling requests and can reduce the number of empty          
responses. Long polling is almost always more suitable than short          
polling as it provides higher performance at a lower cost. The max            
timeout for long polling should be 20 seconds and the minimum           
timeout should be 1 second.  

 
There are two types of SQS queues, FIFO queues and standard queues: 

★ FIFO queues – Preserve the exact order in which messages are           
sent and received and will not process duplicate messages. These          
queues are currently limited to 300 transactions per second and          
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are not available in all regions. You can have a maximum of            
20,000 in-flight messages on FIFO queues.  

★ Standard SQS queues do not guarantee the order the messages          
are sent in. Unlike FIFO queues, these can cope with virtually           
unlimited transactions per second. A single queue can hold         
120,000 in-flight messages.  

 
SQS has a number of securityxxx: 

★ You can control who can send messages to a queue & who can             
retrieve them 

★ You can build your application to encrypt messages before         
sending them to the queue 

★ Server side encryption enables us to transmit sensitive data in          
encrypted queues using keys stored in AWS KMS 

★ SQS complies with PCI-DSS level 1 and is also HIPAA eligible  
 
SQS facts: 

★ Each message can be up to 256kb in size 
★ SQS guarantees delivery of messages but does not guarantee the          

order they’ll arrive in 
★ SQS does not guarantee that there will be no duplicate messages 
★ There is no limit to the number of queues you can make 
★ You can share queues with other AWS accounts 
★ You cannot share messages between queues in different regions 
★ Messages can be in XML, JSON or unformatted text 
★ You can subscribe to queue SNS topics 
★ You can send identical messages to multiple SQS queues. You          

can do this by subscribing multiple queues to an SNS topic. 

SWF 
SWF (Simple Workflow) is a fully managed workflow service which enables           
us to build distributed applications. It co-ordinates activities and can          
guarantee the order that tasks are executed (it also ensure no tasks are             
executed twice). 
 
A workflow can run for up to 1 year and comprises of: 

★ Workflow: the sequence of steps to be completed 
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★ Activities: the steps within the workflow 
★ Tasks: the things that interact with workers in the workflow. This           

can be an activity that needs to be completed or a decision that             
needs to be made 

★ Worker: the people or AWS resources that execute tasks 
 
SWF is an ideal solution for order management through a website. It can             
manage everything from placing the order to payment to packing the order            
to delivery. 
 
In SWF, we have workers and deciders: 

★ Workers take items out of the workflow, process them and return           
results. 

★ The decider controls the co-ordination of tasks (order, scheduling         
etc..). The decider receives information as to the progress of tasks,           
enabling it to continue to initiate new tasks as old ones become            
complete. 

 
The deciders will receive decision tasks whenever a workflow changes          
state. For example, when a task completes or times-out, it’ll receive a            
decision task. It’ll then determine its next steps, enabling the decider to            
continue to manage the co-ordination of tasks. 
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What are monitoring services? 
Monitoring services enable us to keep an eye on every aspect of the AWS              
environment. They enable us to not only track resource utilization (e.g.           
EC2 CPU usage) but also every activity and API call that is made on the               
AWS environment. 

Where does monitoring fit in your 
environment? 
Below, you’ll see that monitoring surrounds everything in AWS. It is able to             
monitor each resource at a granular level and works hand in hand with             
autoscaling to keep your environment highly available and fault tolerant. 
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Cloudwatch 
Cloudwatch is a tool in AWS which enables you to monitor your AWS             
resources and the applications you run in AWS in real-time. 
 
You can create thresholds (e.g. 90% CPU usage on EC2) that when            
exceeded work in conjunction with SNS to alert the recipients of a topic or              
you can configure it to carry out some kind of automated action. 
 
When using Cloudwatch, you can be charged for: 

★ Per Cloudwatch dashboard 
★ For detailed monitoring (basic monitoring is free) 
★ Cloudwatch custom metrics 
★ API requests 
★ Cloudwatch Logs 
★ Events / custom events 

 
Within Cloudwatch, you can create a dashboard with a number of metrics            
about your AWS resources / billing on the AWS account. You can then             
create alarms for each of those metrics in which you can define the             
threshold at which you wish to be alarmed, the number of consecutive            
periods that must be breached before the alarm will flag (e.g. how many 5              
minute time periods does CPU need to be above 80% to cause concern? 
 
You can configure these alarms to send notifications to SNS topics. 
 

Side Note:  
Detailed monitoring provides data in 1 minute periods while basic          
monitoring provides data in 5 minute periods. 

 
Autoscaling heavily relies on Cloudwatch. This is because it uses          
Cloudwatch to identify whether thresholds have been breached and         
whether scaling is required. 
By default, Cloudwatch monitors host level metrics. These are: 

★ CPU utilization 
★ Network In/Out 
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★ CPU Credit Balance 
★ CPU Credit Usage 

 
We can extend this to monitor the software level with a script provided by              
AWS: 

★ Memory Used 
★ Memory Available 
★ Swap Disk Usage 
★ Disk Space 

Cloudtrail 
Cloudtrail is a service provided by AWS which is essentially an API logging             
service. It tracks every single API request made by AWS. 
 
Remember, AWS is effectively one big API, so every action is captured            
whether it’s from the command line, SDK or the AWS management           
console. 
 
This is useful if you have several AWS users. Let’s say an important file              
goes missing. Using Cloudtrail, you’ll be able to identify which user deleted            
that file.  
 
Cloudtrail stores all its logs in AWS S3, so it’s highly available by default.              
We can setup an SNS notification to alert us whenever a new log is              
delivered to the S3 bucket. 
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Monitoring Walkthrough 

Cloudwatch: Dashboards 
To access the Cloudfront dashboard, click on the services menu in the top 
left. Under ‘management tools’, click on ‘Cloudwatch’.

 
 
From the ‘Cloudwatch’ menu, click on ‘Dashboards’ on the left hand side.

 
 
Click on ‘create dashboard’ and give it a name. 
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From here, you’ll need to choose the kind of metric you want to add. I’m               
going to choose a simple number metric. 

 
 
Specifically, I want to count the number of items in each of my S3 buckets, 
so I am going to click on ‘S3’ in the below pane.

 
 
I’m going to select the bucket size & number of objects metrics from the list               
below. You can see that it gives me a visual of my metrics. 
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From here, click ‘add to dashboard’, you’ll now see all your metrics            
displayed on the dashboard. 
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Cloudwatch: Alarms 
Next, click on the alarms tab on the left hand side of the Cloudwatch 
dashboard, then click ‘create alarm’. In the below screen, you can see that 
I have defined: 

★ It should alarm when the CPU is greater than or equal to 80% for 1 
consecutive period. 

★ The consecutive period is defined in the bottom right as 5 minutes 
★ Once the alarm goes off, it should notify the members of my SNS 

topic 
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Enabling Cloudtrail 
To access the Cloudtrail dashboard, click on the services menu in the top             
left. Under ‘management tools’, click on Cloudtrail. 

 
 
 
 
If you’ve never used Cloudtrail before, you should see the below message.            
Click on ‘get started now’. 
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Now, give your trail a name. You’ll need to decide a number of things: 
★ Do you want this to apply to all regions or do you want 

region-specific trails? 
★ Do you want this to apply to all management events or a subset? 
★ Do you want this to apply to some, all or none of your S3 buckets? 

 
Now, you need to configure the location in which your logs will be stored              
and whether you want these to link to an SNS topic. 
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What is Lambda? 
Lambda is AWS’ serverless computing offering. It essentially allows you to           
run code without provisioning or managing servers. Ultimately, this will          
replace EC2 for many functions in the future. 

Where does Lambda fit in your environment? 
Lambda is a service which enables us to execute code based on a certain              
trigger. Similarly to application services, Lambda is depicted as being part           
of the VPC but can work hand in hand with any AWS service to execute               
code based on certain events. 
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Lambda is suitable for any number of daily requests as it is fully managed.              
This means: 

★ Server & operating system are managed by AWS 
★ AWS handles capacity management & scaling 
★ AWS offers monitoring & logging 

 
Lambda only executes code when it’s needed, so you only pay for the             
compute time to execute your code - there is no charge when your code is               
not being executed.  
 
Specifically, you’re charged for*: 

★ Requests to execute code 
★ Length of time it takes to fully execute code (charged per 100            

milliseconds) 
★ Accessing data from other AWS services / resources (e.g. S3) 

 
*Please check AWS for the latest pricing before using their services 
 
Currently, Lambda supports NodeJS, Java, C# and Python scripts. 
 
There are a number of ‘blueprint’ scripts available in the Lambda library.            
These are for common use cases & may enable you to utilize the service              
relatively quickly. 
 
There are a few times where Lambda stands out as the best option: 

★ When you need to execute code when an S3 bucket is updated 
★ When you need to execute code when DynamoDB is updated 
★ When you need to execute code for custom events in your           

application 
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Example Lambda Trigger 
The below is a sample event that triggers Lambda code to run. You can              
see that there are several S3 events listed. So, when an object is removed              
for example, it will execute the script we define in the Lambda config. 
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What is Route53? 
Route 53 is the domain name management service provided by AWS that            
provides us with further opportunities to make our environment highly          
available & fault tolerant. 

Where does Route53 fit in your environment? 
Route53 sits outside of your VPC. It routes traffic from the open internet             
towards the internet gateway that is attached to your VPC. The internet            
gateway then routes the traffic to the appropriate route table and traffic will             
find its way to its destination (if it is permitted). 
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Route 53 can be used to send traffic to Cloudfront, ELB, EC2, RDS or S3               
instances and can be used both externally (i.e. domain name on the            
internet) and internally (custom hostnames within a VPC). 
 
Route 53 has a number of different routing options: 
 

Option Description 

Simple Route to a single endpoint like an EC2 instance 

Weighted Send a certain % of traffic to one end point and the rest to              
another. Very useful when migrating from on-premise to        
AWS as you can test on small amounts of traffic &           
gradually ramp up. 

Latency Will choose from a selection of endpoints, based on the          
users latency to each end point. 

Failover If an instance goes down, Route53 can route to a          
secondary (backup) endpoint, such as S3. To use S3 as an           
end point, the bucket name must be the same as the           
domain name. Remember: you must set ‘evaluate target        
health’ to yes on the primary record. 

Geo Will choose from a selection of endpoints, based on the          
users distance from each end point. 

 
Each domain has its own ‘hosted zone’ within AWS and will be            
prepopulated with nameserver records (NS) and Start Of Authority (SOA)          
records. 
 
When setting up your routing, you can utilize service aliases (for ELB,            
Cloudfront, Elastic Beanstalk and S3 buckets) within AWS. For example,          
you can simply refer to your ELB’s alias, rather than specific IPs or             
hostnames. This is just a much simpler way to manage your domain name.  
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Cloudfront is the AWS content distribution network (CDN) which uses edge           
locations all across the globe to serve your content to your users from a              
location that’s geographically close to them - reducing latency and          
improving load times. 
 
It does this by caching your content on the edge locations. However, it only              
caches the content after it’s been requested by a user. So, let’s say user 1               
requests an image from your website. Cloudfront will not have cached this            
image yet, so it’ll have to go back to the origin (your S3 bucket) and pull it                 
back for the user. This image will then be cached for user 2, so it will not                 
need to hit the origin. 
 
This can be problematic if you have an edge location from which you serve              
very few customers. For example, if you run a company in London & most              
of your clients are from Europe, you may find that those customers in             
America don’t visit your website enough to cache your resources & they            
may experience slower load times as Cloudfront must request resources          
from the origin for every request. To counter this issue, you can remove             
certain edge locations from Cloudfront & re-route the users in America to            
use the European edge locations. 
 
When you cache an object and want to update that object, you can either              
re-upload it with a different name or you can invalidate the object in the              
cache (which does incur a charge) - forcing it to upload the new version.  
 
Performance of Cloudfront can be affected by filesize, file type, slow DNS            
lookups and query strings on websites (as each query is likely to be unique              
and therefore the results are less likely to be cached). 
 
You can configure cached items to timeout after a certain period. Longer            
cache timeouts improve performance. 
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HYBRID 
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VPN 
The VPN connectivity with AWS enables us to combine resources from our            
on-premise environment with those in our AWS environment.  
 

 
 
The VPN enables you to extend a subnet from one geographic location to             
another, across two separate networks. Each side of the VPN (on premise            
and AWS) can communicate with all resources on the other side - no public              
IP addresses or internet gateways are required to facilitate this          
communication. 
 
VPN’s add additional security by encrypting traffic that is sent using the            
VPN. 
 
The VPN’s have two parallel routes (IPSEC Tunnels) for redundancy. 
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Component Description 

Virtual Private Gateway 
(VPG) 

This is the connector on the VPC 
(AWS-side) of the VPN connection. A VPC 
can only have one VPG. However, it can 
have both a VPG and an IGW. 

Customer Gateway 
(CGW) 

A customer gateway can be either a 
physical device or a software application in 
the on-premise environment. 

VPN This is the link between the VPG and the 
CGW. We can setup this link through the 
AWS interface. We must choose the VPG 
and CGW during the setup process. 

Route Table When setting up a VPN, the route table for 
the subnet you’re trying to connect to must 
include routes to the on premise network 
that is used for the VPN. 

AWS Direct Connect 
The AWS direct connect service provides a dedicated network connection          
between your network & authorised AWS direct connect locations. 

 
This service does not require that you host any hardware / networking            
equipment at the direct connect partner site. 
 
The benefits of using the direct connect service are reduced network costs 
and lower latency when compared to utilizing public connections. 
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Side Note:  
You can only connect to the region that your direct connect partner is 
linked to. You cannot connect to multiple regions. 

 
You can connect to EC2 instances utilizing a virtual private interface which            
only uses private IP addresses to communicate with AWS resources. It’s a            
dedicated private connection, just like a VPN. 
 
You can also connect using a public virtual interface which connects to            
public AWS endpoints such as DynamoDB or S3. These resources must           
have a public IP & will require you to enter the public CIDR block range               
upon config. 
 
Best practice is to configure a VPN as a backup to the direct connect              
connection in addition to running 2 direct connects (active/active or          
active/standby). 
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DEPLOYMENT 
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Cloud Formation 
Cloudformation is ‘Infrastructure As Code’ - essentially this means that          
AWS can take a copy of your infrastructure (and all the resources required             
to replicate your infrastructure) in JSON or YAML format. It can then            
redeploy this code in other regions very quickly. 
 
So, if you have a multi-region application, this can enable you to reuse the              
same architecture over and over again - making deployments much faster. 
 
An additional benefit of this is that you can easily backup your architecture             
for disaster recovery purposes & you can version your infrastructure,          
meaning you can always roll-back should you encounter issues. 
 
Cloudformation can automate the creation of: VPCs, Subnets, Gateways,         
Route Tables, Network ACLs, EC2 instances, security groups, autoscaling         
groups, elastic IPs, ELBs, RDS and RDS security groups. 
 
AWS offers sample templates that show how to use multi-AZ, scaling and 
alarming. 

Elastic Beanstalk 
Elastic Beanstalk is a service intended for relatively simple AWS          
deployments. Essentially it allows you to select your platform: 

★ Docker 
★ Java 
★ Windows.Net 
★ Node.JS 
★ PHP 
★ Python 
★ Ruby 
★ Tomcat 
★ Docker 
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You’ll then upload your application and the Elastic Beanstalk service will           
handle the provisioning of instances, internet gateways, auto scaling, ELB ,           
RDS etc… that you require. 
 
Elastic Beanstalk takes away some of the management overhead of          
build/deploy and enables us to deploy from code repositories. 
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Kinesis 
Kinesis is a real time data processing service provided by AWS. It            
continuously captures and stores large amounts of data that power real           
time streaming dashboards. 
 
A benefit of Kinesis is that in addition to real-time processing, we can also              
enable parallel processing which enables multiple Kinesis apps to process          
the same stream of data at the same time. 
 
Kinesis is scalable as all AWS services are, durable as it replicates data to              
three availability zones and stores it for 24 hours by default (can be             
increased to 7 days). 
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Kinesis can be used for: 
★ Gaming: taking user input, processing them in real-time and         

providing live feedback to those inputs 
★ Real time Analytics on IOT devices 
★ Monitoring logs in real time and executing events based on their           

content - for example, monitoring stock information and initiating         
trades as a result of the data analysis 

 
As can be seen from the above, we could take information from an IOT              
device, let’s say your fridge as an example. Kinesis will analyse that data             
for the millions of customers that use the connected fridge & will carry out              
some analysis. If they decide that you’ve run out of milk, it may invoke an               
SNS topic to be sent directly to you. 
 
In Kinesis, shards are the processing power that your Kinesis deployment           
has. SO, one shard has the capability to read 2MB per second and write              
1MB per second. The more data you have, the more shards you will need. 
 

Side Note:  
Multiple consumers can consume data concurrently from the same 
stream 

Elastic Map Reduce (EMR) 
Elastic Map Reduce (EMR) is AWS’ Hadoop offering. It utilized EC2           
instances along with the Hadoop big data framework to provide a scalable            
big data platform - to which you can add or remove instances at any time.  
 
From the EMR platform, we can utilize Spark, HBase, Presto and Flink. 
 
This is not a fully managed service, as such you can manage the             
underlying operating system and can add user data to instances via           
bootstrapping on launch. 
 
EMR has two major node types: master nodes and slave nodes: 

★ Master nodes distribute tasks to slave nodes, track task status &           
cluster health 
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★ Slave nodes can be: 
○ Core node: which runs tasks & stores data in HDFS (S3) 
○ Task node: which only runs tasks & does not store data 

 
Note: data stored on the cluster does not persist past the life of the cluster. 
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ARCHITECTURE 
CONSIDERATIONS 
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When architecting in AWS, there are a number of best-practices that you            
can follow to ensure that your applications are highly available and fault            
tolerant. 
 
Firstly, all applications that intend to be highly available and fault tolerant            
should be designed for failure. This essentially means, you should design           
them with the assumption that they will fail and that you want minimal or no               
downtime to be experienced by your users. 
 
To do this, we should utilize autoscaling groups and elastic load balancers            
in order to make our environment ‘self healing’. Remember, the elastic load            
balancer will stop serving traffic to an unhealthy instance and an           
autoscaling group will replace an unhealthy instance once it’s detected. 
 
This self healing design should always be deployed into a minimum of two             
availability zones. But, as AWS does not guarantee on-demand instances          
in each availability zone, it is recommended that you purchase reserved           
instances in both zones that are capable of supporting your web           
application. While it would not usually be a problem to spin up on demand              
instances in AWS, imagine that Availability Zone 1 has a problem and is             
completely unreachable. Every user with a deployment in Availability Zone          
1 will be rushing to deploy instances in one of the alternative availability             
zones, which may result in a shortage of on-demand resources. 
 
This does not just apply to EC2 instances, we should also always enable             
multi-AZ deployments of RDS and enable automated backups, to be stored           
in a separate availability zone. 
 
Further to the self-healing concept, we should also decouple our          
application using SQS so that certain parts of the application can continue            
to work in isolation from the issues other application components may be            
experiencing. 
  
To ensure the highest availability, we should enable latency or failover           
based routing in Route 53. So, if our primary connection to the ELB were to               
go down completely, we could failover to an S3-hosted static site. 
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For disaster recovery, we must ensure that our AMI’s and snapshots are            
copied to multiple regions to protect against any major disasters in a            
specific region. 
  
Caching static content in Cloudwatch can enable us to serve cached           
content to users while we’re experiencing issues with the origin. This           
enables us to provide a seemingly seamless user experience while the           
backend issues are resolved. 
  
We should ensure that we enable Cloudwatch monitoring and alarms to           
monitor the environment and be notified of issues (when used in           
conjunction with SNS). 
  
If you have instances sitting inside of a private subnet, you should utilize a              
bastion host to connect to them. 
  
Finally, ensuring that the correct scaling options are deployed enables us           
to ensure system availability and performance. The types of scaling at our            
disposal are: 

★ Proactive cycle scaling: which is where you scale your         
environment at fixed intervals. E.G. for the 8AM rush each day 

★ Proactive event-based scaling: where you scale your environment        
in anticipation of a big event (such as a launch event) 

★ Auto-Scaling: On demand scaling 
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AWS SECURITY 
CONCEPTS  
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AWS has a shared security model, meaning they commit to looking after            
part of the environment while you must look after the rest. We can             
generalize & say that AWS look after all of the bits of the environment that               
they can touch. 
  
AWS Responsibility: 
AWS are responsible for the physical security in their own facilities. This            
includes controlling the movements of individuals, restricting access to only          
those people that absolutely require access and keeping exact AWS data           
centre locations a closely guarded secret. 
  
They’re responsible for the physical security of the underlying hardware          
and host operating system of EC2 and non-managed database instances.          
They are also responsible for the network security across their estate (all            
availability zones, edge locations and regions). 
  
They deliver a number of managed services, as discussed earlier in this            
book. This includes RDS, whereby you are unable to access the underlying            
operating system to AWS are also responsible for the security around           
these services. 
  
Finally, AWS are responsible for the virtualization infrastructure and the          
related security. 
  
Your Responsibility: 
Now we know what AWS looks after, we can focus on the bits that we’re               
responsible for. 
  
We are responsible for managing those users that are able to access the             
AWS resources through IAM. The first level of security is always user            
management. We should work with the principle of least privilege, meaning           
that users should only ever have the access they require, never more and             
never less. We can track everything that’s carried out in the AWS            
environment by enabling Cloudtrail and monitoring the logs it outputs. 
  
Using IAM, we must provision EC2 roles, rather than passing API keys            
directly to the instance to add an extra layer of security across our             
environment. 
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We must also enable multi factor authentication (MFA) for all users of            
AWS. This is not just for login but also for termination protection of EC2              
instances. 
  
As AWS users, we are responsible for looking after all customer data. This             
includes managing data in transit; at rest and all our data stores. This can              
include the application of SSL certificates and data encryption (S3, Glacier,           
Redshift, EBS and SQL-Databases (RDS)). Remember: if your RDS         
database is encrypted, your read replicas and snapshots will also be           
encrypted. 
  
While AWS will manage the host operating system, it is your responsibility            
to manage the install of security patches and updates on the guest            
operating system. 
  
Further to this, it is your responsibility to manage the configuration of            
security groups, subnets, and network access control lists within your VPC. 
  
You can further enhance security through the user of a dedicated           
connection between your on-premise environment and AWS by utilizing         
AWS Direct Connect. 
  
We can monitor our environment and changes to it by using AWS Config.             
Essentially, this service takes a snapshot of your entire environment. You           
can then compare this against previous snapshots to identify changes in           
your estate. 
  
Finally, we can utilize the AWS Trusted Advisor service, which is a premier             
support service where AWS will find security issues with your environment           
for you, enabling you to plug holes. 
  

DDOS 
DDOS in your own environment can be a huge headache and you mustn’t             
expect that to change in AWS. To effectively mitigate the risk / impact of              
DDOS attacks, you should follow the same practices as you would do            
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on-premise. This will include the configuration of firewalls, web application          
firewalls and traffic shaping / limiting applications. 
  
AWS enables us to soak up some of the load from a DDOS attack by               
utilizing Cloudfront. As we discussed earlier in this book, Cloudfront          
provides edge locations with cached static content. The idea here is that            
when a DDOS attack is launched against your environments, much of the            
traffic-flood will be hitting cached versions of your content rather than           
hitting the origin EC2 server. 
  
AWS does also provide us with an additional level of security which is             
managed at their network level. They have ingress filtering on all incoming            
traffic into their network which can assist DDOS mitigation. 
  
You should not that, AWS must provide you with permission to do any port              
scanning of your resources in AWS. 

Cloud HSM 
Cloud HSM is a dedicated hardware security module (HSM) which is used            
to securely (to levels accepted by government organizations) generate,         
secure and manage cryptographic keys for data encryption. 
 
CloudHSM can be deployed in a cluster of up to 32 individual HSM, spread              
across multiple availability zones. Keys are automatically synchronised &         
load balanced between each node in the cluster. 
 
The cloud HSM must be part of a VPC in order to benefit from the               
additional layer of isolation and security. Within the VPC, you can configure            
a client on your EC2 instances that allows applications to use the HSM             
cluster over a secure, authenticated network connection. 
That said, the application doesn’t have to reside in same VPC but must             
have network connectivity to all HSMs in cluster, which can be achieved            
through VPC peering, VPN connectivity or Amazon Direct Connect. In          
some use cases, it is possible sync keys between your AWS HSM with             
on-premise HSMs.  
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CloudHSM is integrated with Oracle DB, SQL Server, Apache, NGINX with           
relative ease due to existing compatibility. 
 
You should use CloudHSM instead of AWS KMS if you need your            
cryptographic keys under your exclusive control. This is because         
CloudHSM is a single-tenanted platform, while KMS is multi-tenanted. 
 
CloudHSM achieves FIPS 140-2 compliance. 

Key Management Service (KMS)  
KMS is a highly available key storage service which enables you to easily             
create, use, protect, manage and audit your encryption keys.  
 
From a management perspective, KMS enables you to temporarily disable          
keys, delete old keys and audit the use of the keys via CloudTrail. You can               
create new encryption keys through the service or you can import your            
existing encryption keys. 
 
You can define IAM users & roles that can manage keys and that can              
encrypt or decrypt data.  
 
KMS offers PCI DSS compliant encryption standards and utilizes 256 bit           
keys. 
 
Note: The KMS service limits you to creating 1,000 master keys per            
account per region and those master keys cannot be exported to used on             
on-premise applications. 
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